Bella Heart
A collaboration of three generations of artists: Grandmother, Mother and Daughter.

Grandmother
Gloria Lee is an accomplished artist who founded the Pop Dogs line of dog-inspired art.
Having grown up in San Francisco during the 1960s, she was very close to the pivotal
beginnings of Pop Art. The Pop Art movement, almost a backlash of the American
Impressionist movement, got its start in the Bay Area with artists like Wayne Thieboud and
Richard Diebenkorn.

Mother
Ruth-Ann Thorn was raised in a flourishing artistic family where art, music and dance were
the norm. Now, she is an industry leader, and has been for over 20 years. Her expertise in
the promotion and management of artist careers has lead to the international acclaim of
two great artists: Henry Asencio and Michael Flohr. Ruth-Ann has followed in her mother’s
footsteps by living a life filled with art and beauty, and a passion for promoting the arts!

Daughter
Isabella Ruth Thorn has been painting since she could hold a brush at 16 months. As they
say, “The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree”—Isabella is definitely her mother’s daughter.
Already showing promise as an artist, she has benefited greatly from the instruction of her
grandmother.

Heart
Each heart represents the eternal love found within the deepest relationships. They are fun,
simple, colorful and engaging. Each original painting is a mixed media design imploring
the use of gesso, sculptural gels, minerals, acrylics, and paper fibers. The Swarovski
Crystal, found in the center of each heart, is the signature element representing the spirit
of love.
Each Bella Heart is created by the hands of all three artists.
Therefore each heart represents three aspects of eternal love!

*10% of each purchase goes toward fighting child and animal abuse.
Bella Hearts are created with passion to support innocent children and animals.

